
 

 

 

 

 

 

Financial Commitment to Becoming a Chapter of Kappa Delta Rho 
In total, it costs $440 per member to join the organization and $1,500 for the chapter to Charter. This is among the most inexpensive 

in fees from the NIC organizations. As a group grows from Group of Intent to Provisional Chapter status, the National dues and Risk 

Management fees match what all active chapters are responsible for. Additionally, individual chapters often set their own amount of 

local chapter dues to operate successfully, hold functions, and implement any additional programming the chapter is in favor of.  

All dues and fees are collected online via Legfi.com. 
 

New Member costs 

The cost for a new member is $440. That cost includes: 

• Pledge Fee 

• Insurance Fee 

• Founding pin and Initiation pin 

• Certificate of Membership 

• Access to Legion (online leadership education program) 
 

Provisional Chapter Fees 

When a chapter reaches Provisional Chapter status, the chapter will incur fees, which include: 

• Chapter Management Fee ($325 per chapter annually)*  

▪ Covers legal services, educational programing, and staffing 

• Risk Management Fee due in the fall semester (Base fee of $400 per member per chapter, ’20-’21) 
▪ Discount program is in place where chapters can earn discounts to lower the cost to as low as $335 per 

member 

• National Dues due in the spring semester ($196 per member for Spring ’20) 
 

Chartering Fees 

At the time of chartering, there is a $1,500 chartering fee. This fee covers half of the chapter’s ritual equipment and charter 

while the rest of that cost is paid for by the National Fraternity.  

 

The Kappa Delta Rho Foundation 
The Kappa Delta Rho Foundation is a 501(c)(3) charitable and educational corporation. Funds are contributed to the Foundation by 

alumni, undergraduates, parents, and friends of KDR. The Primary Mission of the Foundation is to financially support the 

educational, leadership, and character development programs undertaken by the National Fraternity of Kappa Delta Rho.  

Find out more by visiting kdrfoundation.org 
 

The Order of the Peregrine Falcon 

While it is not mandatory, it is highly recommended that Brothers join the Foundation of Kappa Delta Rho’s Order of the Peregrine 
Falcon. The cost is $35 a member and the funds go towards the educational efforts of the organization. 
 

Scholarship Opportunities 

When a group becomes a Provisional Chapter, all members are eligible for scholarships from the Foundation of Kappa Delta Rho. 

Annually, the Foundation provides more than $100,000 to our undergraduate Brothers and Brothers attending graduate school.  
 

The New Member Scholarship 

One scholarship, the New Member Scholarship, rewards members who uphold their academic commitment. This $100 

scholarship, sent to the University and applied to the Brother’s tuition, is provided to new members who obtain a 3.0 GPA 

during their new member education period and maintain good standing with the National Fraternity. This scholarship only 

applies to Brothers who have paid all fees and who submit an application that includes their transcript. 

 

* This fee will become $325 per chapter each semester when the group becomes an active chapter 


